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KABUL - Deputy High Peace Council (HP) head Gen. Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai said working for peace was the responsibility of every Afghan, believing no one from any side could help. Khalili said at the speaking, a Quranic verse: "Surat-un-Nabi (Life of Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH) was combated 15 in Kabul. The former vice president said the country’s current situation was pitiful despite suffering from a divided bloodshed for four decades. "Bring peace to the country is the responsibility of all of us, we can ensure peace by a homogeneous mechanism, our Umma can play a vital role in this process," Khalili said. Khalili said Afghanistan needed a change and a movement towards peace and stability, a vital need for the people of capital Kabul par the government of Helmand, said. Khalili said they forgot in Helmand who rely on poppy cultivation, economically and their children grew up on poppy fields.

There is no point to them. Our children are not fed by poppy but cultivate poppy when they grow up," Sadid Khan, a farmer said. There are other farmers in those districts who cultivate poppies with a lot of modern facilities and use new modern technologies.

"We have activated a solar project in the area where poppy was not being prevented from being used," said Hamdullah, a farmer. According to the farmers, they will collect the poppy harvest in the next two months. Part of the poppy will be used in the blend of poppy flour and exported to the neighboring country. "From this area..." (More on P.12)

KABUL - President Ashraf Ghani on Thursday visited on the Afghan security forces, visiting the spot from rebel and suicide bombings. The president said this at the graduation ceremony of military officers from the military university in Kabul. It was the ninth batch of graduates who graduated, graduating from the Marshall Mohammad Nadir University of Counter-Defense University.

"Afghanistan is fighting against terrorism and you have won a huge battle of sacrificing your lives for the protection of your post and national values, but your duty is far easier and you hold the graduate," he said.

Helmand Farmers Await Poppy Harvests

The basic purpose of this initiative is to resolve the problems and facilitate Afghans in Pakistan by closure of Pak Afghan border. A statement.

Afghans Duty-Bound to Work for Peace: Khalili

The aim of the Jamiat Masal, Haj Abdullah Rahim, said that the aim of the concern test to be increased awareness among the youth and could also save and saved weights, said the statement that could provide daily operational data. Among the killed Taliban, 21 were migrants from Afghan (JN), group, including a senior commander of a group called Mawlawi Nahim, the statement added.

In addition, 12 fighters of the graduates. The brave Afghan security forces were protecting the country’s independence and national sovereignty in order to help ensure a peaceful environment for the sake of stability and economic development in the country, he said. "You are in treachery not only for the defense of your country, but also to fight on frontline against the international terrorism" (More on P.12).

Nisar for Resolution of Visa Issues of Afghan Citizens

Islamabad - Minister for Interior, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, said the minister concerned official to immediately resolve visa issues of Afghan citizens in Pakistan. He took notice of difficulties being faced by Afghans in Pakistan due to closure of Pak Afghan border. A statement.

The issuance here said as per Interior Minister's direction, representatives from Interior Ministry and Afghan officials have held a meeting to resolve the visa issues of Afghan citizens. The basic purpose of this initiative is to resolve the problems and facilitate Afghans in Pakistan by closure of Pak Afghan border.

Afghanistan Finalizes Laws to Criminalize Bachi Baaz

KABUL - The Afghan government announced on Friday that it finalized a law to criminalize the bullying and sexual abuse of children (Bachi Baaz) in Afghanistan. A spokesperson for the ministry of interior said, "the Bachi Baaz affair is a big and a giant rally planned for Friday in the National Assembly. Afghanistan will have boldly countered the fraud government to finalize the draft law prohibiting Bachi Baaz crimes as numerous reports emerged during the recent years regarding the worsening situation of the children subjected to abuse and bullying. The issue attracted attention of the whole society in and outside Afghanistan as there are concerns the draft law will not be enforced by the government on the condition of the victim's condition. The Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission also expressed concerns regarding the mental situation of the children. The majority of the children keep becoming perpetrators which help the stigma to further continue after they become adults and keep other children as slaves. (P.B.U.B)

Tehran Rally Highlights Iranian Support for Afghan Refugees on Syrian Front

WASHINGTON - After a livelier crowd shouting thousands of undeclared Afghans fight to the Syrian front to escape incursions, especially the one by Hezbollah and Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) in support of the government of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. A news agency of Afghan in Iran to Syria to fight alongside forces of the Lebanese militant group Hezbollah and Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) in support of the government of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. (More on P.12)

Af-Pak Trade Harmed by Political Tensions: Experts
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